CGNS Steering Committee Telecon Minutes
16 July 2013
1) The telecon was called to order at 11:00 AM eastern time. There were 9 attendees,
listed in Attachment 1.
2) The minutes of the 30 April 2013 telecon were approved.
3) Rumsey described a draft document to help users go from v2.5 to v3.x. Main
comment from the committee is that a better introduction is needed. A question was
raised whether there is still a problem using partial reads and writes with HDF5.
Documentation of the original problem could not be found, but nonetheless Wedan
confirmed that it is not a problem in the current software. Wedan pointed out
changes_from_2.5.txt and changes_from_3.0.html files that come with the
distribution. Rumsey to finish document to help users go from v2.5 to v3.x and will
post it to Downloads page.
4) Discussion on connectivity
a) Issue of multizone unstructured files was discussed. Arunajatesan and Howard of
Sandia described the issue. Main problem is that many grid generator codes are
not writing enough information to make CGNS multizone unstructured files easy
to use. CGNS provides the capability, but many of the relevant nodes are
optional. Should the nodes be required? Arunajatesan and Howard will provide
examples to the committee, to demonstrate the problem as well as desired
solutions. The committee was leaning toward not making any new requirements
(i.e., keeping nodes optional), but rather posting a usage document of suggested
practices, to help users and software vendors write such files. Arunajatesan and
Howard to provide list/examples for multizone unstructured CGNS usage.
b) A somewhat related issue exists when writing a CGNS file with both structured
and unstructured zones. This is currently possible with existing MLL, because the
grid type of the donor zone is known, but there may be an issue in the SIDS that
needs to be fixed. Wedan to investigate needs related to combining structured and
unstructured zones in a CGNS file.
5) V3.2: still in beta status. Wedan recently released updates. The latest allows user to
set different MPI communicators for different groups, and made fixes to cmake
scripts. Wedan says v3.2 it is basically ready to come off beta, but we still need
committee members to test it, especially the parallel capability. Committee will wait
until next telecon to make a decision regarding taking v3.2 off of beta.
6) Rumsey described status of updating the AIAA Recommended Practice document.
Steering Committee members have been asked to send a sign-up form in to Amy
Barrett of AIAA. After we get a balanced subcommittee, we must review the SIDS
v3.2(beta) and approve it as the latest update, before AIAA will publish it.
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7) Informal CGNS meeting was held in San Diego. There, we discussed issue of multizone connectivity for unstructured grids (see item 4 above), and also discussed Marc
Poinot’s document regarding compliance (Attachment A).
8) Status of Old Action Items:
a) Hauser and Duque to continue to look into the consortium idea for CGNS,
including more active support of HDF-5 consortium. Also look into applying to
NSF software infrastructure for sustained innovation, possibly related to data
management plan.
i) Carries.
b) Hauser, Duque, and Iannetti to continue to develop Iannetti’s proposal for
handling sprays of unconnected points.
i) Carries.
c) Hauser to finalize the CGNS survey based on feedback from committee members,
and email out to CGNSTalk.
i) Carries.
d) Guzik will summarize the changes required to the MLL software to have core
data always start at location (1,1,1) when including Rind data, as well as
backward-compatibility implications, to help the Steering Committee decide on a
course of action (index discrepancy).
i) Carries.
e) Rumsey will send out a reminder to the committee to vote on the SIDS as AIAA
recommended practice, as well as testing of V3.2.
i) Done.
9) Next Telecon is tentatively set for Wed, Sept 18, 2013, 11 am eastern. A confirmation
email will be sent prior to the meeting.
10) Summary of action items:
a) Hauser and Duque to continue to look into the consortium idea for CGNS,
including more active support of HDF-5 consortium. Also look into applying to
NSF software infrastructure for sustained innovation, possibly related to data
management plan.
b) Hauser, Duque, and Iannetti to continue to develop Iannetti’s proposal for
handling sprays of unconnected points.
c) Hauser to finalize the CGNS survey based on feedback from committee members,
and email out to CGNSTalk.
d) Guzik will summarize the changes required to the MLL software to have core
data always start at location (1,1,1) when including Rind data, as well as
backward-compatibility implications, to help the Steering Committee decide on a
course of action (index discrepancy).
e) Rumsey to finish document to help users go from v2.5 to v3.x and will post it to
Downloads page.
f) Arunajatesan and Howard to provide list/examples for multizone unstructured
CGNS usage.
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g) Wedan to investigate needs related to combining structured and unstructured
zones in a CGNS file.

Attachment 1: Attendees
Srinivasan Arunajatesan
Pat Baker
Bob Bush
Thomas Hauser
Dan Hiepler
Micah Howard
Dmitri Kamenetskiy
Chris Rumsey
Bruce Wedan

Sandia Nat Lab.
Pointwise
Pratt & Whitney
University of Colorado
Intelligent Light
Sandia Nat Lab.
Boeing
NASA Langley
Computational Engineering Solutions
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Attachment A – Slides on CGNS Compliance
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